This paper presents a method of using mutual information to improve the recognition algorithm of unknown Chinese words, it can resolve the complexity of weight settings and the increasing garbage strings caused by the omni-segmentation of fragments that affected the efficiency of unknown Chinese words recognition existed in the literature [7] . The process of the method is as following: first, segment the text, and then segment the fragments that get in the first step to generate a temporary dictionary, then use rules and frequency information to calculate the mutual information of every string in the temporary dictionary. Finally, the greedy algorithm is used to obtain the longest path of each fragment, so to abstract the unknown Chinese words in the fragments.
Introduction
In Chinese information processing, unknown Chinese words recognition is a difficulty. The misjudgment and misdetection of unknown Chinese words will lead to wrong results of Chinese information retrieval, therefore, the unknown Chinese words recognition technology has very important meaning to Chinese information processing [1] . At present, main methods of unknown Chinese words recognition is that: based on corpus, based on rules and based on statistics etc [2] . The method based on corpus need a large number of corpus, thus bring the problem of how to choose the corpus. So, the processing of the corpus increases the time complexity of the algorithm. The method based on rules need to construct rules by people before the recognition, but since people's knowledge is finite, and Chinese is very flexible, so it is not very easy to construct universal rules [2] . The method based on statistics recognizes a word with the occurrence frequency of Chinese word string, although its recognition rate is lower than the pervious two methods, but it is very easy and practical, so it is widely used in Chinese information processing.
After analyze and compare the existing methods, we put forward a new method to recognize unknown Chinese words in the fragments. First, omni-segment the fragment, and compute the mutual information of result, then filter the garbage strings with the mutual information, afterwards, the greedy algorithm is used to segment the fragment to obtain unknown Chinese words. At last, artificially recognize unknown Chinese words from the filtered garbage strings. The method use both rules and statistics, thus, on the one hand, it can reduce the complexity and blindness of the method based on rules, on the other hand, it can decrease co rpus size that need by the method based on statistics.
The recognition method of unknown Chinese words in fragments based on mutual information
"Fragments" refers to several sequential words after segmentation, these words perhaps respectively have their meanings, or they are a part of unknown Chinese words. The recognition of unknown Chinese words in fragments is to search in the fragments for adjacent words that need not be 
The generation of temporary dictionary
Omni-segmentation is been carried out to the fragments of the text, and the group of resulting strings is a temporary dictionary. For the length of the unknown Chinese words is uncertain, omnisegmentation is processed from the length of 1 to the whole length of the fragment. The temporary dictionary stores all sub-string of the fragment, and its structure is composed of index and content. The content record all strings in the temporary dictionary, and strings with the same first-word is next to each other, while the index record all the first-word information in the temporary dictionary, each Chinese word is uniquely corresponding to the information in the index.
The mutual information setting for the strings in the temporary dictionary
The mutual information can used to describe the degree of dependency between two words. Here, the mutual information reflects the closeness degree of two words, when closeness degree MI is greater than a certain threshold t, then these two words is combined to be an unknown Chinese word. The calculation formula of mutual information is: In formula (2.2), C(w1,w2) represents the times that adjacent fragment w1 and w2 appears in the test text, C( w1 ) represents the times that the fragment w1 appears in the test text, Call represents the total number of fragments in the test text. P(w1, w2) is a theoretical value denotes the probability of w1 and w2 presents together, and it can exactly express the possibility that the event occurs, but since it must get from a large number of experiments, it is hard in practical work. While f (w1, w2) is a test value denotes the frequency of w1 and w2 presents together, and it has randomness, so it only can approximately reflect the possibility that the event occurs, and it can be get from collected statistical data. For the reason of that to get possibility is more difficult than to get frequency in the present The Recognition Method of Unknown Chinese Words in Fragments Based On Mutual Information ZHU Qian, CHENG Xian-yi, GAO Zi-juan conditions, so we use frequency to substitute possibility, and with the method of calculating possibility to calculate frequency [5] . The closeness degree of two words has the following relationship with the mutual information: if MI (w1, w2)>=t1，and t1 is a threshold greater than 0, then w1 has a credible close relationship with w2 ,and the greater the MI (w1, w2) value is, the closer it is, while if MI (w1 ,w2 )≈0, then w1 has an uncertain close relationship with w2, if MI (w1, w2)<0, then they almost haven't any close relationship, and the smaller the MI (w1, w2) value is, the close degree is weaker.
Since new word has an obvious time-frequency characteristics: it may even occurs in test corpus for many times while doesn't occur in background corpus at all, we refer to the recognition method based on frequency ratio in SHI Shui-cai's paper [6] , it mainly has two reference value: occurrence frequency C a ,and background frequency C b . The occurrence frequency C a denotes the times that the candidate strings occur in currently extracted corpus, and the background frequency C b denotes the times that the candidate strings occur in background corpus. If C a ≥T 1 and C a ≥T 2 , then the word is been regarded as a new candidate word, thus can filter a large number of garbage strings, here, T 1 and T 2 is a threshold greater than or equal to 0. It is worth mentioning that the selection of background corpus and extracted corpus is according to time, we generally select corpus with current time to be the extracted corpus, while the background corpus with earlier time.
Unknown Chinese words recognition of the fragments
The temporary dictionary contain all the sub-string of fragments, we use the greedy algorithm to recognize unknown Chinese words with the mutual information of strings. The basic idea is: every fragment construct segmenting directed acyclic graph according to the temporary dictionary of omnisegmentation. Each string is corresponding to a directed edge in the graph, and the side length is the mutual information. Finally, with this segmentation graph, we can get the segmentation result which is the longest path from the starting point to the end-point [7] .
In specific solution process, the algorithm we used is a simple extension of Dijkstra, and the difference is that every node records the maximal side length value, and records the precursor node in the relevant path. At last, backtracking is used to get the final path, and the path is the segmentation path of the fragment. The string with more than 1 word is selected from the segmented fragment to be unknown Chinese words recognized in the process of "FWRF(Form the Word With Rules in Fragments)". The process of fragment segmentation is showed in Figure 2 .
Unknown Chinese words re-recognition from garbage strings
It is highly possible that there are some new words that can't be recognized once in the garbage strings that has been filtered by the mutual information in STEP 2.To increase the recognition rate of new words, we process re-recognition to the garbage strings, and the work is done artificially.
The experiment and result analysis

Data preparation
Experimental background: the corpus is selected from all kinds of news in People's Daily (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) , part of them is selected to be test corpus, and artificial recognition of unknown Chinese words is carried out to the fragments that get from 200 corpus been coarsely segmented, and the result is acting as standard answer, the lexicon used for segmentation is state published common lexicon.
Evaluation criteria
To evaluate the efficiency of the method that the paper present, we use 3 evaluation function, which respectively is the precision rate, the recall rate and the operation efficiency of new word recognition [8] . Set A is the number of recognized new words, B is the number of correctly recognized new words, C is the total number of recognized new words, D is the number of new words that is filtered out, then:
The recall rate =B /(C+D)*100% (3.1)
The precision rate =B /C*100% (3.
2)
The operation efficiency =2* the recall rate * the precision rate / （ the recall rate+the precision rate）*100% (3.3)
The experiment result and analysis
The experiment result indicates that for the reason of that it adds the mutual information and artificial re-recognition of unknown Chinese words in the garbage strings, so the recognition rate of unknown Chinese words is increased. The open test to arbitrary 5 news shows that the precision rate is 83.75%, and the recall rate is 87.80%.
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The literature [7] can only recognize the combination of registered words and fragment, and the length limit is 2, while the method presented in the paper is improved, it can identify unknown Chinese words with more complete structure and semantic.
Conclusions
Unknown Chinese words recognition is an important factor to Chinese word segmentation system, and it plays an important role to the precision rate, the recall rate and the operation efficiency of Chinese word segmentation system [9] . After analyze and compare the existing methods, we present a new method to recognize unknown Chinese words. The method use both rules and statistics, thus, on the one hand, it can reduce the complexity and blindness of the method based on rules, on the other hand, it can decrease corpus size that need by the method based on statistics. Further research work is:
(1) The setting of mutual information, the possibility is substituted by frequency, and compute frequency value with the method calculating possibility. Since frequency value is only a experimental value with random city, so it can only be used to approximately reflect the occurrence possibility of the event, so we need a better method to compute mutual information, and we hope to get more new words or those words with new words' characteristic, and to the greatest extent to not to omit an object that is possible to be new words. To improve such a situation, we can further refine various factors, and the contrast in the experiment can be more intensive.
(2) Since omni-segmentation is used to segment the fragment, so the omni-segmentation method lists all possible strings in the process of obtaining candidate words, and these strings have diverse word-formation. The numerous candidate words is an enormous burden to the setting of mutual information, and in the following filtering phase may filter out some possible new words, so we must find a more proper segmentation method to make the segmentation more rational.
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